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Banking union for the EA consists of the following key elements:

1. A single supreme supervisor for EA banks

2. A common regulatory framework and a single supreme regulator

3. A single EA bank resolution regime and resolution/recapitalisation fund

4. An EA-wide deposit guarantee regime and fund, with mutualised fiscal backing and covering redenomination risk

5. An EA-wide guarantee fund for new issuance of unsecured term liabilities by banks.

Three unanticipated consequences of banking union

1. Introduction

This note focuses on three unanticipated and probably unintended likely consequences, in our view, of the banking union agreed at the last EU summit on June 29, 2012. They are: (a) an increased likelihood of strategic sovereign default in countries where the banking sector is dependent on Eurosystem funding; (b) the possibility of mutualisation or Europeanisation of financial repression; and (c) the likely bailing in of unsecured bank creditors in euro area member states where the sovereign would be willing and able to rescue and recapitalise its banks using its own resources.

The quest for banking union in the euro area (EA) is driven by the desire to sever the potentially dangerous link between national sovereigns and the banks in their national jurisdictions in the euro area. Both the IMF (2012a,b) and the BIS (2012) have stressed the need to end the destructive feedback loops between weak banks and weak sovereigns. In the words of the International Monetary Fund:

"Recapitalization of weak banks—including through direct support from EFSF/ESM resources—will help break the adverse feedback loops between sovereign and banking stress at the national level." (IMF (2012a); the BIS extends this argument to include the overleveraged household and non-financial corporate sectors in a number of EA member states: "As things stand, each sector’s burdens and efforts to adjust are worsening the position of the other two. The financial sector is putting pressure on the government as well as slowing deleveraging by households and firms. Governments, with their deteriorating creditworthiness and need for fiscal consolidation, are hurting the ability of the other sectors to right themselves. And as households and firms work to reduce their debt levels, they hamper the recovery of governments and banks. All of these linkages are creating a variety of vicious cycles." (BIS(2012, page 8)).

Banking union has a variety of meanings. Under the circumstances faced by the euro area today, we consider properties (1), (2) and (3) below to be essential for the survival of the euro area; property (4) would be extremely helpful in preventing or at least mitigating exit fear contagion should Grexit occur. Property (5) is not essential for the survival of the euro area, but is likely to be necessary for the restoration of even a semblance of normality for term bank funding – itself a necessary condition for a resumption of effective bank intermediation in the euro area. Of the five elements of a properly functioning banking union for the euro area, only two (numbers (1) and (3)) were proposed formally at the June 2012 summit (and then only in part), and provisionally agreed:

(1) A single supreme supervisor for euro area banks. Under the summit proposal the ECB will be the lead banking supervisor. With no experience as a supervisor and limited staff, the ECB will clearly have to rely initially on the national supervisors for much of the detailed supervisory activities. It is also unclear whether the ECB will even just pro forma be in charge of supervising all of the EA banks, just the cross-border banks, the cross-border banks and the national systemically important banks or some other subset of the bank population.

(2) A common regulatory framework and a single supreme regulator for euro area banks. This has not yet been proposed but, as we argue in Section 3, this is a necessary condition for banking union and the proper functioning of the monetary transmission mechanism in the euro area in the presence of continuing material differences in national sovereign
creditworthiness, which we take to be a continuing feature of the European sovereign landscape for the duration of this crisis and well beyond.

(3) A single euro area bank resolution regime and resolution fund/recapitalisation fund. Thus far, only the bank recapitalisation fund has been proposed formally and will be activated if the German Constitutional Court rules in favour of the ESM on September 12, 2012. The ESM will be able to recapitalise banks directly without having to go through the national sovereign, as is the case for the EFSF. The total amount of resources for the ESM, €500 billion when it is fully capitalised, is of course very small for a facility that will be providing funds both for the recapitalisation of banks and for liquidity support for sovereigns. We expect proposals for a euro area resolution authority to be part of the proposals for banking union that will be developed by the European Commission (EC), by the President of the European Council Herman van Rompuy and by the Eurogroup during the months to come.

On June 6, 2012, the European Internal Market Commissioner, Michel Barnier, proposed a Directive for establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms for all 27 EU member states. The Directive aims for resolution regimes at the national level only, however. We expect that earlier European Commission proposals for a European Resolution Authority (ERA) could well be resurrected at the level of the euro area.

(4) A euro area-wide deposit guarantee (including redenomination risk guarantee) regime and fund, with mutualised fiscal backing. Although it was widely discussed before, during and after the June 2012 summit, this has not yet been proposed, mainly because the amounts of money involved could be huge, unless the coverage of the guarantee were to be severely restricted, as we expect it to be. Household deposits in the euro area are about €5.9 trillion. A European Commission study in 2010 estimated that 72% of household deposits by value (and 96% of all household deposit accounts) fall under the €100,000 euro area deposit insurance limit. The amount of insured deposits in the six periphery countries is approximately €1.3 trillion, still more exposure than is likely to be acceptable to the German tax payers, MPs and Constitutional Court at this point.

(5) A euro area-wide guarantee fund for new issuance of unsecured term liabilities by banks. This has not yet been proposed, and indeed has not been widely discussed recently. However, in view of the widespread bank restructuring, recapitalisation and resolution we anticipate during the next few years, and the likely associated bailing in of unsecured bank creditors other than depositors, but including senior unsecured creditors, it is likely

---

Unanticipated and possibly unintended consequences of banking union will likely be:

a) an increased likelihood of strategic sovereign default;
b) the possibility of mutualisation or Europeanisation of financial repression;
c) likely bailing-in of unsecured bank creditors despite the bank's sovereign being able and willing to recapitalize banks using its own fiscal resources.

As noted, we believe that banking union, in the limited sense of points (1), (2) and (3) is necessary for the survival of the euro area. Item (4) would help cope with the consequences of a possible Greek exit, especially exit fear contagion and the resulting deposit flight from other EA periphery countries. Item (5) is necessary to re-establish a euro area banking system that actually functions and intermediates, rather than one that merely survives. We also believe, however, that banking union will have some unexpected, unintended and probably undesired by many consequences. Three of these are analysed below. They are (a) an increased likelihood of strategic sovereign default, once a European bank recapitalisation fund/resolution fund is established, in countries where the banking sector is dependent on external funding (from the Eurosystem or a national Emergency Liquidity Assistance facility or ELA); (b) the possibility of mutualisation or Europeanisation of financial repression - German, French and Dutch banks could be 'induced' to purchase Italian and Spanish sovereign debt in the primary markets (in auctions) at yields below that which they would require if these purchases were voluntary, once the ECB supercedes the national authorities as bank supervisor; (c) the likely bailing in of unsecured bank creditors (including possibly unsecured senior bank creditors) in EA member states where a fiscally strong sovereign would prefer (and be able) to rescue and recapitalise its banks using domestic tax payer resources rather than tapping the unsecured bank creditors. Once a European bank recapitalisation facility (along the lines of the future ESM) is established which require bail-ins of unsecured bank creditors as a condition for accessing its resources, the European Commission would be likely to invoke competition/state aid objections to recapitalization by a national sovereign without bailing in unsecured bank creditors.

2. Strategic sovereign default and banking union

The theory of strategic sovereign default assumes that, since gun boat diplomacy went out of fashion, the only costs to the sovereign of defaulting on its debt are a fixed cost (which can be thought of as reputational, although it is not necessarily related to the effect of past default on the market's perception of the likelihood of future default), a temporary loss of access to the capital markets and a perhaps more persistent increase in funding costs even after market access is regained. Given this, the cost of sovereign default will be higher the larger the sovereign's post-default borrowing needs are likely to be. On the assumption that the authorities repudiate their debt completely if they default at all, a reasonable guide to post-default sovereign borrowing needs is the primary (non-interest) budget deficit of the sovereign. It makes sense to consider the cyclically corrected or structural primary surplus of the sovereign to abstract from temporary, reversible future expected funding gaps. The benefits from default are, obviously, higher the higher the stock of debt outstanding. According to this approach to sovereign default, a sovereign is more likely to default the higher its debt and the larger its structural primary budget surplus.

The theory of strategic sovereign default implies that the sovereign is more likely to default the higher its debt and the larger its structural primary budget surplus.

Note that the theory of strategic sovereign default assumes that sovereign default is punished. It therefore addresses bad faith default (unwillingness to pay) rather than bad luck default (inability to pay). In practice, of course, the two forms of default do not neatly dichotomise. Consider the hypothetical example of a sovereign of a rich country, with ample liquid resources to honour its debt in full, who nevertheless
chooses to repudiate its debt because it fears that not doing so would lead to political unrest and/or conflict on an unacceptable scale. Is the inability to put together a coalition that can implement a socially and politically acceptable fiscal burden sharing in the polity a case of inability to pay (because of insufficient social capital) or unwillingness to pay?

Presumably, markets punish sovereigns that default with a temporary exclusion from the sovereign debt markets because it is feared that without imposing a penalty, the default would be likely to be repeated, if not by the same sovereign, then possibly by others encouraged by the example of cost-free sovereign debt repudiation. There is in fact considerable evidence that a history of sovereign default is a very good guide to the likelihood of future sovereign default (see e.g. Reinhart and Rogoff (2004), Reinhart, Rogoff and Savastano (2003) and Kohlscheen (2007)). In EMs and even in the euro area, there are some countries whose sovereigns have been serial defaulters, sometimes over a period of many decades or even centuries. Escape from the serial sovereign defaulters club is possible, but not easy. Even the poorest of the euro area member states are rich by historical standards and by the standards of today’s emerging markets and developing countries. Ability to pay is therefore not the issue, but rather the collective willingness to pay, as filtered through and expressed by the sovereign. The cost-benefit analysis of sovereign default that underlies the strategic approach can therefore not be dismissed lightly.

In Figure 1 we show the general government gross and net debt stocks as percentages of GDP, the general government primary balance as a percentage of GDP and the general government structural primary balance as a percentage of GDP for the 17 EA member states and assorted other advanced economies, as a reminder that public debt problems are not confined to the euro area or even to the European Union.
However, simple model of strategic sovereign default disregards the "rule of law externalities" from sovereign default...
...and uncertainty creating an option value of market access ...

...and the fact that a default by the sovereign could severely damage the domestic banks that are heavily exposed to the sovereign

But the costs of a strategic default are reduced by banking union, because of the mutualisation of financial repression and the presence of an EA-wide bank recapitalization fund.

So strategic sovereign default becomes more likely as a result of banking union in countries where currently banks are weak and/or dependent on Eurosystem or ELA funding.

deploy polari and internally divided, with little social capital, weak and corrup political institutions and ineffective political leadership. (Buiet (2010, p. 31).

Another obvious weakness of the simple version of the theory of strategic sovereign default outlined above is the absence of uncertainty. Even if the structural primary balance is positive, it is possible, indeed likely, that there are future contingencies that would make it valuable for the sovereign to be able to borrow. So even if you don’t expect to have to borrow, future market access has positive option value, and by defaulting today, the sovereign destroys or at least impairs the option value of future market access.

Another important modification of the simple model of strategic default is that in the EA periphery countries, including Italy, the banks are highly dependent on funding by the Eurosystem or, in a number of cases (but not in Italy at the moment) on funding by the Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) facilities run by the national central banks for their own account but subject to approval by the Governing Council of the ECB. In the EA periphery nations, including Italy, banks hold large amounts of their own sovereign’s debt, in some cases as a result of financial repression. Default by the sovereign could severely damage the banks that are heavily exposed to the sovereign (see Figure 2 below). It could be the case that the sovereign, having repudiated its debt, is now deemed a good risk by the markets, and might be able issue new debt in sufficient quantity to compensate its banks for the losses suffered as a result of that same sovereign’s default on its old debt. This would, of course, contradict the key assumption of the theory of strategic sovereign default that the price of sovereign default is a period of exclusion from the capital markets. Because, in the example just given, it is clearly the willingness to pay rather than the ability to pay that is lacking (won’t pay, not ‘can’t pay’ is the issue), the markets are likely to judge the recent default as a good predictor of future strategic default propensities, and may not be too keen to accommodate the sovereign’s desire to issue new debt. A sovereign whose default is likely to cause the collapse of its banking sector will probably think twice before resorting to strategic default, in our view.

Here banking union makes a difference. Once there is a European bank recapitalisation facility that does not go through the sovereign but directly to the banks, as the ESM will be able to do once it is activated, a nation’s banks will no longer be subject to financial repression by the national authorities (see Section 3), and they should therefore, over time, become less exposed to the national sovereign. In addition, should a strategic default by a national sovereign still threaten that nation’s banking sector with collapse because of legacy exposure to its sovereign, the European bank recapitalisation facility (the ESM) would likely come to the rescue. The net result is that one of the costs to the sovereign of a strategic default - the likelihood of a collapse of (part of) the domestic banking sector and the economic crisis that would follow - are reduced by banking union. Consequently, we believe strategic sovereign default becomes more likely as a result of banking union in countries where currently banks are dependent on Eurosystem or ELA funding.
3. The possible mutualisation of financial repression as a result of banking union

In those euro area periphery member states where the sovereigns are encountering barely sustainable or quite unsustainable funding costs in the markets but still have to fund themselves in the markets because they are not (yet) on sovereign programmes with the troika (European Commission (EC), ECB and IMF) or on other programmes associated with EFSF/ESM support, financial repression in the primary markets for sovereign debt has become one mechanism through which the domestic authorities can ensure that the sovereign can fund itself at affordable rates even when secondary market yields rise to unsustainable levels.

Financial repression here means pressure exercised by national authorities (such as regulators, supervisors, officials from the ministry of finance or the Treasury etc.) on banks and other regulated financial institutions to purchase more sovereign debt than they would voluntarily, and at yields lower than they would accept voluntarily. Such financial repression would normally depress the profits of the banks subject to it. However, as pointed out in Buiter and Rahbari (2012), the banks were the beneficiaries in December 2011 and February 2012 of heavily subsidized LTROs by the ECB (€2 trillion gross and €1 trillion net). As a result, the spread of the repressed sovereign yields in the primary market auctions over the subsidised funding costs of the banks were still quite attractive.

The additional exposure of the banks to sovereigns of questionable creditworthiness also did not, for many banks in the periphery, create material additional solvency risk. Many of these banks were already so heavily exposed to their national sovereigns, even prior to the most recent financial repression episode, that a default of the sovereign would likely have brought down many of the banks in its jurisdiction in any case.

The result of this national financial repression has been a heavy concentration of a nation’s sovereign debt in the banking system of that nation.

### Table: Selected Countries - Holdings of Domestic Government Securities by Euro Area Banks, May 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Bn EUR</th>
<th>% of total stock of outstanding marketable sovereign debt</th>
<th>% of MFIs capital and reserves</th>
<th>% MFIs balance sheet size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>328.6</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>245.6</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>165.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>201.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MFIs stands for Monetary Financial Institutions. Holdings of domestic general government debt securities by MFIs ex Central Banks for all countries except for Ireland and Spain, for which we show holdings by credit institutions. Domestic group of credit institutions for Ireland.

Source: National Central Banks, ECB, and Citi Research

Once the ECB is at the top of the bank supervision pyramid in the EA, however, such national-level financial repression should become more difficult and may well become impossible ultimately. True, there will remain for the foreseeable future 17 distinct national regulatory systems in the EA and 17 national regulators to go along with that, but there can be no doubt that, at last -- after more than 12 years of EMU -
Banking union will likely result in 'mutualization' of financial repression by single supervisor, that is, it will spread the repression across all member states of the euro area.

there will be a strong push for regulatory convergence in the banking sector and financial markets generally, coming from the EC, the European Banking Authority (EBA), the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) and the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB). The ESRB, the macroprudential guard dog of the EU, has the ECB President as Chair of its General Board, and the Governing Council of the ECB provides 10 of the 37 voting members of the General Board.

The balkanisation of the financial and capital markets in the euro area along national lines, which is the result of the current combination of umbilical ties between the national sovereign and the banks in its jurisdiction and of the 'national safety first' approach of national banking sector regulators is undermining the transmission of the common monetary policy, with borrowers in North and East Tirol (Austria) paying half the interest rates similar borrowers in South Tirol (Italy) pay for loans from the same banking group (see Financial Times (2012)). Even the first steps toward banking union (the single supervisor, common regulations with a single supreme EA regulator, and a single EA bank resolution regime and fund) can be expected to have an immediate impact on this balkanisation of the euro area money markets, capital markets and financial intermediation generally.

We conjecture that, because financial repression will still be needed to fund the sovereigns of countries like Italy and Spain (and in the future also possibly the sovereigns of countries in the 'soft core' of the euro area, like France, Belgium, Austria and the Netherlands), there is a distinct possibility that financial repression will become 'mutualised', that is, spread across all member states of the euro area. If this prospect of the Europeanisation of financial repression materialises, then once the ECB becomes the supreme euro area banking supervisor and the power of national banking regulators is eroded, German, French and Dutch banks would likely be 'convinced/encouraged' to purchase Italian and Spanish sovereign debt in the primary markets (at auctions) receiving rates lower than they would accept voluntarily, just as Italian (Spanish) banks today are 'induced' to purchase Italian (Spanish) sovereign debt at prices higher than they would pay voluntarily.

We believe that the mutualisation or Europeanisation of financial repression is the most likely outcome of banking union in the euro area. But, like any Europeanisation of previously national sovereign competencies, this one would prove to be politically controversial. It would be resitected not just by the banks in the EA periphery but also by the legacy national supervisors and regulators, who would have residual powers to block and obstruct EA-level policies and other initiatives for years to come.

Should the mutualisation of financial repression prove politically impossible for the duration of the crisis, then some combination of more mutualisation of periphery sovereign debt (aka one-sided transfer Europe) and more restructuring of periphery sovereign debt is the likely result. Because, in our view, there is too much sovereign debt in the euro area as a whole (core and periphery) - once we allow for the likely future migration of bad assets of euro area banks to the balance sheets of euro area sovereigns - mutualisation of sovereign debt, which merely reshuffles debt from the periphery to the core, is not a viable solution. Even if mutualisation of sovereign debt were economically viable (say because the capital needs of the euro area banking sector are less than we expect), significant debt mutualisation is unlikely to be politically acceptable to the voters and tax payers of the core euro area member states, who would have to make the transfers to the periphery required to implement it. It is conceivable, but in our view highly improbable, over a

4 They are the President and Vice President of the ECB and the 17 Governors of the national central banks of the euro area.
time horizon covering the likely remaining duration of this crisis (another three years or so), that issuance of mutualised new sovereign debt will be agreed on a scale sufficient to enable the EA banking sector to absorb sovereign debt that is jointly and severally guaranteed by the 17 sovereigns of the EA, in amounts sufficient to keep the peripheral sovereigns funded without this requiring the EA periphery banks to accumulate significant further amounts of their own sovereign’s risky debt, and without the use of financial repression. Instead, much more limited sovereign debt mutualisation - mainly ex-post, as OSI (official sector involvement) complements PSI in future euro area sovereign debt restructuring - plus significant additional sovereign debt restructuring in the periphery through PSI would most likely be the consequence of a failure to mutualise financial repression following banking union.

4. Bailing-in of unsecured bank creditors following banking union more likely, even if national sovereign is willing and able to recapitalise/rescue its banks using its own fiscal resources.

An important feature of the MoU signed by Spain to obtain the €100 bn support facility from the EFSF and, eventually, from the ESM, is that banks drawing on these resources will have to ‘bail in’ their unsecured creditors, up to and including unsecured subordinated bank debt holders (see EFSF (2012)). Existing common equity gets diluted or wiped out. Owners of preference shares and of hybrids such as convertible debt and holders of subordinated unsecured bonds have haircuts imposed on their assets or have them converted into equity. The Spanish MoU does not include senior unsecured creditors among those to be bailed in as a result of bank recapitalisation through the EFSF/ESM. We believe, however, that this is likely eventually, both in Spain and elsewhere, partly because without bailing in unsecured senior bank creditors (other than depositors) there may not be sufficient financial resources available to recapitalise those banks that are intended to continue as going concerns. In addition, public and parliamentary opinion in the core euro area member states demands it, as was clear from the statement by the parliamentary leader of the German social democrats (SPD) in the Bundestag, Walter Steinmeier, that the SPD would not continue to support euro zone bailouts for banks unless creditor involvement was agreed. 6 We don’t think he excluded senior unsecured creditors in this statement. 6 In addition, the ECB has apparently relaxed its previously unqualified opposition to bailing in unsecured senior bank creditors and now accepts that when a bank is resolved (liquidated or wound up) rather than recapitalised as a going concern, senior unsecured creditors can be bailed in. 7

---


6 In many European nations, unsecured senior bond holders are pari passu with depositors. Obviously, if bailing in depositors is not deemed desirable, depositors will need to be made senior to other senior unsecured bank creditors.

7 See "Finally, a bail-in of senior unsecured bank creditors is on the table” FTAlphaville: The bail-in Spain - ECB edition http://ft.alphaville.com/otgOQw
Thus far, recapitalisation of banks in the Euro area (and in the UK and Switzerland) has not touched senior unsecured creditors. Indeed in most EU countries even subordinated debt holders have not been bailed in during bank recapitalisations. Ireland is an obvious exception. In a number of euro area countries that have many weak banks but fiscally strong sovereigns (Germany is an example), the sovereign may well prefer to recapitalise the weak banks using its own fiscal resources rather than by bailing in unsecured bank creditors. Since the beginning of the crisis in 2007, the European Commission has not invoked the EU’s rules on state aid to stop any bank recapitalisations using national tax payer resources, although such rescue operations clearly undermine any notion of a level playing field. On a number of occasions, the EC’s Competition Directorate has imposed sanctions on the rescued banks following its recapitalisation using national tax payers’ funds.

We believe that things will be different following banking union. Indeed, the Spanish MoU for its bank rescue programme probably sets a precedent that has to be heeded in all subsequent bank rescues, regardless of who funds these. Clearly, given the paucity of financial resources in the ESM available for recapitalising banks, any government wishing to recapitalise the banks in its national jurisdiction using its own tax payers’ money will be allowed to do so. But the EC is likely to resurrect the competition policy/state aid requirements for symmetric treatment across countries of bank shareholders and unsecured bank creditors, once the ECB is the EA banking supervisor (and a fortiori more once the ESM is activated and can recapitalise banks directly without going through the sovereign). The requirement that access of Spanish banks to the financial resources of the EFSF/ESM presupposes the bailing in of unsecured bank creditors (for the time being only up to and including subordinated debt holders) is likely to define a standard for bank restructuring for the EA as a whole. Even were the German (say) government to use its own fiscal resources to bail out German banks, this is likely to require the prior bail-in of unsecured creditors in the future, following the precedent set in Spain.

Spain will likely set the precedent for all future bank recapitalizations, that the prior bail-in of unsecured bank creditors is required.
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